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Presentation Summary…

For this presentation I will talk about various aspects of worker safety as it relates to
musculoskeletal disorders (MSD’s). The focus will be on low back injuries, but will also include
a discussion of general principles of all types of injury prevention as it relates to MSD’s.

Specific discussion of the Low back will include Anatomy, Injury and Disease Processes, Risk
Factors, Ergonomic Modifications, Proper Body Mechanics, Materials Handling, Early Reporting
and Workplace Politics, Policies and Attitudes. I will broadly discuss the following topics during
the course of this presentation:

THE FIVE "E's" OF MSD ELIMINATION...

Ergonomics-Engineering .. Re-design work activity to reduce the required stresses potentially
caused by work itself. This works when the design is faulty and if an alternative design is
available and economically feasible. The primary focus is to seek alternative means to lessen and
minimize toxic workplace stresses. (Lifting example: reduce weight of load lifted; frequency of
lifts, as well as address lifting heights; horizontal reaching distances; eliminate twisting motions
as well as cumbersomeness of load, all to dilute severity of lifting requirements)

Exposure Reduction... Reduce time exposure to work stress that cannot otherwise be re-
designed by means of considering job rotation, increase task variety through job enlargement
tactics, and consider minimizing postural/positional stresses by offering the worker the ability to
alternate between standing and sitting work postures as well as switching between these positions
during their workday as well consider minimizing the frequency of movement patterns when
performing the actual work activity. (Lifting example: lifting work limited to 1-2 hours, then
switch to non-lifting tasks for 1-2 hrs)

Exercise.. Specific stretches aimed at restoring perfusion to overworked tissues; politically
difficult but very effective if done correctly and embraced as well as enforced by management.
Great protection on jobs that are stressful when there is no alternative redesigns available. See our
essay on this. (Lifting example: Hourly standing back-bends and hamstring stretches)

Enforcement.. Specific policies define exactly how work will be carried out. Effective if mgt
holds supervisors accountable for enforcing policies to employees. Enforced proper lifting, use of
list devices, movement patterns, how to work will be done for least stress, plus policies that



reduce the cost and lost days from injuries that do occur. (Lifting example: supervisors enforce
limits on weights lifted, use of devices, proper lifting technique, early pain reporting & restricted
duty policies)

Education.. None of these work unless all parties are educated, not on what to do, but on why to
do it. That is our Back School and Neck-Arm CTD School. (Lifting example: teach workers
proper lifting techniques to correct at risk work behaviors)

Additional Information to Be Covered…

Workplace Stretching Programs..Yes, they do work!!!.... if you follow certain rules. Over 300
workplaces have implemented our stretching program...with consistently great success if certain
criteria are met. Studies showing poor results with stretching programs violated these criteria.
Stretches must address the neck to reduce wrist-hand problems (tight neck muscles squeezing
blood supply to wrist-arm tendons). Stretches must be designed by a professional therapist and be
customized to the workplace. Workers must be educated as to how and why, and checked on their
accuracy of doing them. Management must have the courage to ENFORCE exercises (supervisors
must be trained in this and REQUIRED to cooperate). Our program requires only two minutes of
total stretch time, done every hour or two. And productivity does NOT go down... it INCREASES
according to our client workplaces that track piecework productivity, due to reduced fatigue.
Stretching is especially valuable for stressful jobs but have no ergo re-design alternatives

DO BACK SCHOOLS WORK??... Some studies say no... other studies say yes. So, what is the
answer? The reason we see conflicting study findings is one study uses one type of Back School
approach, while another uses a different approach. We have provided 3000 Back School classes
for about 300 workplaces. We have learned what works and what does not. Back Schools work
very well IF certain rules are followed... 1. It is taught by a valid qualified expert in the eyes of
the workers... 2. Training goes beyond lifting to address other often more important factors... 3.
Up-to-date techniques are taught (some schools teach ineffective methods)... 3. Training is
customized to match the specific demands of the workers being trained... 4. There is actual
practice of techniques as a part of training... 5. Supervisors are trained first to address attitudes
and workplace politics (this perhaps most important). When these rules are followed, results are
good. Back School training typically costs about $30-40 per employee and typically reduces lost
days and costs about 70%, for about a 10 to 1 return on investment in one year. Yes, Back
Schools do work.

WHAT DETERMINES COST PER CLAIM: The number one factor determining the cost
of a claim is... supervisor attitudes and company policies toward injury claims (aggressively
denying claims & hassling workers about reporting). These have a far greater effect on costs than
do injury severity or poor medical care! This is the root of the Worker Comp costs problem! If
you want to reduce Comp costs, you MUST address supervisor attitudes and company policies
(before attempting ergonomics or employee training programs). THIS IS THE SECRET TO A
SUCCESSFUL PREVENTION PROGRAM.

LIFTING does NOT cause most BACK INJURIES... Injury occurs during lifting usually to a
back that is already at risk due to pre-existing conditions, usually from gradual wear damage.
Bending, not lifting, is the leading stress, along with tight hamstrings, poor lifting habits, sitting,
standing, etc. that gradually damage microscopic amounts of ligaments, muscle, joints and discs.
This damage heals with scar tissue that is not as strong or elastic as the tissues it tries to heal...
leaving those tissues weaker and stiffer, more vulnerable to a major injury from a relatively light



load. Prevention training must address the collection of risk factors: new lifting techniques, new
stretching techniques, worker behavior modification, ergonomics, etc.

and.. REPETITIVE MOTION does NOT cause most CARPAL TUNNEL &
TENDINITIS... CTS and tendinitis are generally not caused by the friction of repetitive motion.
These tissues tolerate repeated motions quite well, as long as they are getting adequate blood
supply. And that is the key!! The ability of those tissues to tolerate work demands is determined
by the NUTRIENT PATHWAY. This is the ability of working tissues to obtain oxygen and
nutrients, delivered by the blood supply, often reduced by tight neck muscles from prolonged
posture. If the worker has poor posture, is tense, has tight neck muscles, poor flexibility, this
slows the flow of blood to working tissues, causing them to break down. Prevention must address
ergonomics, task rotation, sit-stand options, stretching techniques. And it is easier to fix posture
stresses than it is to fix repetitive motion stress!!

OSHA's ERGONOMICS RULE defeated... or is it? Smart employers realize that OSHA Ergo
Rules are not needed once employers realize the money they spend on MSD Worker Comp costs
are far greater than OSHA fines would have been. Complying with OSHA is the LAST reason to
implement an ergonomics program... reducing Worker Comp costs is the best reason. The defeat
of the OSHA Rule will allow employers far greater flexibility to implement what works for each
workplace. Proof: look at the outcomes of the IMPACC program detailed below.

Think about this.
Complying with OSHA is the LAST reason to
consider an ergonomics-prevention program.

Saving a ton of Worker Comp costs is the real
reason. A reasonable ergo program can GREATLY

reduce Worker Comp costs, lost work days, and
improve productivity.

Training Foundations & Strategies:
>> Ergonomics, by itself, does not work. Only a minority of MSD problems are caused
by faulty ergo design. Most are the result of faulty worker behaviors. Ergonomic
solutions are practical on only a small percent of at-risk jobs. Must address work
behaviors, worker self-care and management attitudes, policies, skills.
>> Primary factor determining cost of a Worker Comp claim is supervisor attitudes.
>> Lifting does not cause most back problems. There is a collection of risks, led by
forward bending.
>> Repetitive motion does not cause most CTS-tendinitis. These are mostly a static
posture disorder.
>> CTD and most LBI are NUTRIENT PATHWAY DISORDERS. Preserve nutrient
pathway to prevent injury.
>> Distal UE problems usually caused by or aggravated by proximal posture stresses and
thoracic outlet compression.
>> Proximal posture easier to improve than are distal motion stresses, and more effective
to do so.
>> Employee injury prevention training is NOT effective, unless you train managers-
supervisors first!!
>> The five "E's" of injury Elimination: Ergonomics-Exposure-Education-Exercise-



Enforcement.
>> Stretching exercises DO work, very well, if selected right, instructed right, and
enforced. Exercises do not reduce production; they actually increase production, while
reducing MSD's, and are universally applicable.
>> Perfect posture is bad for you if sustained. Posture VARIETY is much better than
PERFECTION Switch often between sitting & standing (posture variety). Stand back-
bend hourly on sitting jobs.
>> First choice lifting mechanics is lordosis (properly arched back) lift, then intra-
abdominal pressure, with back-bends
>> Address injuries, claims, and costs as three separate issues, each with its own
prevention tactics.
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